
21.11 SkillBuilder: A treaty in the classroom
21.11.1 Tell me
A treaty is a document that provides rules for behaviour among nations. Some treaties are relatively small
in nature (being between only two countries); others are broader in scope and application. There are various
stages in the process of treaties being developed and agreed upon.

21.11.2 Show me
In drafting a treaty, it is necessary to consider the aims of all parties to the treaty and what each party may
be seeking to gain from the treaty. The following stages are usually included in the process:
• A committee drafts a set of conditions or articles for inclusion in a class treaty. Using a pre-established

process, the issue will be debated and the various sections for inclusion discussed.
• As each section is discussed and debated, a vote may be held to determine whether or not to adopt the

section. Those sections agreed to should be included in the treaty.
• Upon completion of the drafting stage, the treaty may be presented to a wider group for further

discussion and debate. As a result of this further discussion and debate, the treaty may need to go back
to the committee for amendment.

• When the terms of the treaty have been agreed to, the treaty should be signed by all parties.

21.11.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

21.11 ACTIVITY
In this activity you will work in groups to draft and negotiate a treaty for the class. You will need to consider the
aims of both parties to the treaty (students and staff) and what each party may be seeking to gain from the treaty.

Prepare the background to the case
Divide into groups. Allocate one group the task of representing the staff, with the other groups representing the
students. Each group should choose an area or issue they would like to see discussed for inclusion in the treaty.
These could include:

• the setting of homework
• the use of mobile phones and other electronic devices during class
• lateness to class
• punishments for breaches of conditions of the treaty
• assessment procedures and criteria.

Remember to consider the interests of both parties to the treaty (students and staff).
• Working in groups, draft a set of conditions or articles for inclusion in a class treaty. Using a pre-established

process, debate and discuss the various sections for inclusion. Each group should present its sections to
the whole class for discussion and amendment.

• As each section is discussed and debated, the class should vote as a whole on whether or not to adopt the
section. Those sections agreed to should be included in the treaty.

• Upon completion of the drafting stage, as a class present the treaty to your teacher. Be prepared to engage
in further discussion and debate over the conditions established and agreed to by the class. As a result of
this further discussion and debate, the treaty may need to go back to the class for amendment.

• When the terms of the treaty have been agreed to, arrange for the treaty to be signed by all parties. Invite
your principal to be present and arrange for a member of the school magazine to record the event.

• Print the treaty and display it on the wall of the classroom.
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